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Capsule 46 
Current and future climate impacts of aviation emissions are quantified using a combination of 47 
atmospheric models, surface and satellite observations and laboratory experiments. 48 
 49 
Abstract  50 
Under the Federal Aviation Administration’s (FAA) Aviation Climate Change Research Initiative 51 
(ACCRI), non-CO2 climatic impacts of commercial aviation are assessed for current (2006) and 52 
for future (2050) baseline and mitigation scenarios. The effects of the non-CO2 aircraft 53 
emissions are examined using a number of advanced climate and atmospheric chemistry 54 
transport models. Radiative forcing (RF) estimates for individual forcing effects are provided as 55 
a range for comparison against those published in the literature. Preliminary results for selected 56 
RF components for 2050 scenarios indicate that a 2% increase in fuel efficiency and a decrease 57 
in NOx emissions due to advanced aircraft technologies and operational procedures, as well as 58 
the introduction of renewable alternative fuels, will significantly decrease future aviation 59 
climate impacts. In particular, the use of renewable fuels will further decrease RF associated 60 
with sulfate aerosol and black carbon. While this focused ACCRI program effort has yielded 61 
significant new knowledge, fundamental uncertainties remain in our understanding of aviation 62 
climate impacts. These include several chemical and physical processes associated with NOx-O3-63 
CH4 interactions and the formation of aviation-produced contrails and the effects of aviation 64 
soot aerosols on cirrus clouds as well as on deriving a measure of change in temperature from 65 
RF for aviation non-CO2 climate impacts – an important metric that informs decision-making. 66 
  67 
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1.  Introduction 68 
During the course of flight, aircraft burn fuel and emit gases and particles into the atmosphere, 69 
primarily at cruise altitudes within the upper troposphere and the lower stratosphere (UTLS). 70 
These emissions include carbon dioxide (CO2), water vapor (H2O), hydrocarbons (HC), carbon 71 
monoxide (CO), nitrogen oxides (NOx or NO+NO2), sulfur oxides (SOx) and non-volatile black 72 
carbon (BC or soot). These emissions undergo complex interactions among themselves and with 73 
the changing background atmosphere. 74 
  75 
The impact of these emissions on UTLS has been examined for several decades (Schumann, 76 
1994; Brasseur et al., 1998; Penner et al, 1999; Lee et al., 2009, hereafter LEE2009). Emissions 77 
identified as potentially affecting climate include radiatively and/or chemically active species 78 
such as CO2, BC, NOx, HC, CO, SOx and H2O. Direct emissions of gases (e.g. CO2, H2O, soot 79 
particles), byproducts (e.g. O3, stratospheric H2O) and perturbed methane (CH4) tend to have a 80 
warming effect (positive radiative forcing, RF)1. Gaseous emissions of SOx and NOx evolve and 81 
partially transform into volatile nitrate and sulfate aerosols and that of gaseous HC emissions 82 
into semi-volatile organic particles, which also contribute to climate change. Particles like 83 
sulfates generally have a cooling effect (negative RF) unless they coat soot particles, which 84 
exert warming effects. Note that BC particles are normally considered to be the main 85 
component of soot particles.  86 
 87 
                                                     
1Radiative Forcing (RF), expressed in Wm-2 or mWm-2, is a global index for instantaneous climate forcing that 
quantifies the mean net radiative energy per unit time at the top of the troposphere.  
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Persistent linear contrails produced in the wake of aircraft contribute to net climate warming. 88 
Contrail-induced cirrus clouds (AIC) are also expected to affect the solar and terrestrial infrared 89 
radiative budget of the atmosphere, but the corresponding radiative forcing estimates remain 90 
highly uncertain. The NOx-O3-CH4 chemistry is also rather complex and leads to a direct short-91 
term ozone production that produces a positive RF. The related increase in the OH radicals 92 
produces a long-term reduction in ambient methane (CH4) causing a negative RF and a further 93 
long-term small decrease in ozone causing a related negative RF (Wild et al., 2001). Also, since 94 
water vapor is an end-product of CH4 oxidation, a decrease in atmospheric CH4 slightly 95 
decreases stratospheric water vapor. Figure 1 shows a schematic representation of the linkage 96 
between aviation emissions and their end-point impacts through complex earth system 97 
interactions.  98 
 99 
There is a wide range of spatial (from plume for contrails to global domain for CH4) and 100 
temporal (from hours for contrails and aerosols to decades for CH4) scales associated with 101 
atmospheric perturbations due to non-CO2 aviation emissions. The level of scientific 102 
understanding for non-CO2 climate impacts of aviation emissions ranges from ‘very low’ for 103 
contrail-cirrus to ‘medium’ for changes to CH4 (IPCC, 2007). 104 
  105 
The RF metric, a backward-looking measure of the effect of emissions on the radiative flux 106 
balance, is commonly used to compare change in climate forcing (Houghton et al., 1990; 107 
Prather et al., 1999; Wuebbles et al., 2010). Within the aviation context, the RF for non-CO2 108 
aviation emissions results from processes occurring with different timescales: contrails formed 109 
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in the last few hours, aerosols emitted and ozone produced from NOX emissions in the last few 110 
days to months, resulting changes in CH4 over the last few decades. The inadequacy of RF as a 111 
proper metric for global non-CO2 aviation climate impacts is quite well known due to associated 112 
spatio-temporal inhomogeneities (Wuebbles et al., 2007). Due to the nonlinear interactions, 113 
the reporting of a single value as the sum of RF of various non-CO2 components is   not correct. 114 
Similarly, climate responses to different forcing mechanisms are rather distinct.  115 
 116 
Demand for commercial aviation, in terms of available seat miles, is expected to grow at an 117 
annual rate of 2.7% over the next 20 years (FAA Aerospace Forecasts2). This growth in aviation 118 
will inevitably lead to an increase in aircraft combustion emissions unless emissions mitigation 119 
options are implemented3.  120 
 121 
This paper summarizes results from the second phase of the Aviation Climate Change Research 122 
Initiative (ACCRI) that focused on characterizing climate impacts of non-CO2 aviation emissions 123 
while including important feedback processes some of which have not been considered 124 
previously. These processes could potentially produce significant, yet poorly quantified, climate 125 
effects. In particular, we addressed whether indirect cloud-aerosols related effects could 126 
potentially offset some direct forcing effects. ACCRI analyses and results are based on 127 
                                                     
2https://www.faa.gov/about/office_org/headquarters_offices/apl/aviation_forecasts/aerospace_forecasts/2014-
2034/media/FAA_Aerospace_Forecasts_FY2014-2034.pdf  
3The Environmentally Responsible Aviation Project or ERA (http://www.aeronautics.nasa.gov/isrp/era/), the Advisory Council for Aviation 
Research and Innovation in Europe or ACARE (http://www.acare4europe.org/) and the Continuous Lower Emissions Energy and Noise or CLEEN 
(https://www.faa.gov/about/office_org/headquarters_offices/apl/research/aircraft_technology/cleen/), and are efforts to decrease aircraft 
fuel burn and NOx emissions through maturation of advanced aircraft technology and penetration into the operating fleet. The US Next 
Generation Air Transportation System or NextGen (http://www.faa.gov/nextgen/) and the EU Single European Sky ATM Research or SESAR 
(http://ec.europa.eu/transport/modes/air/sesar/index_en.htm) are exploring and implementing advance environmentally efficient operational 
procedures. The Commercial Aviation Alternative Fuels Initiative or CAAFI, www.caafi.org) is a community-wide effort to advance approval and 
accelerate use of alternative jet fuels.   
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comprehensive interactive climate models in conjunction with satellite observational and 128 
model estimates of contrail and AIC properties rather than the simpler models primarily used in 129 
previous studies. 130 
 131 
A synthesis of the major outcomes of the ACCRI Program is presented here.  132 
 133 
 134 
2. The ACCRI Program 135 
FAA started the ACCRI program in 2008 with support from the United States Global Climate 136 
Research Program and its participating federal agencies. Phase II of the program was 137 
established as a 3-year activity funded by the US Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) to study 138 
the potential climatic consequences of present (2006) and future (2050) commercial aviation 139 
non-CO2 emissions, to reduce the uncertainties of those effects, and to analyze the benefits 140 
that can be derived from emissions mitigation options. Phase I of ACCRI identified key 141 
uncertainties and need for improvement in areas of chemistry and transport processes (Toohey 142 
et al., 2010); aerosols, microphysics and climate impacts of contrails and induced cirrus clouds 143 
(Heymsfeld et al., 2010; Yang et al., 2010 and Burkhardt et al., 2010) and metrics (Wuebbles et 144 
al., 2010).  145 
 146 
Based on recommendations resulting from Phase I (Brasseur and Gupta, 2010), ACCRI Phase II 147 
called for comprehensive research to (1) better link aviation emissions to climate impacts at 148 
global and regional scales with reduced uncertainties; (2) examine the linearity and additivity of 149 
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component-based aviation induced climate forcings and responses; (3) examine a wide 150 
spectrum of observation data from all platforms with specific attention to aviation emissions in 151 
flight traffic corridors; (4) investigate the impact of background atmosphere on the aviation 152 
contribution to climate change; (5) examine the impact of aviation emissions on the thermal 153 
behavior of UTLS region; (6) examine the validity of results from simplified parametric aviation 154 
climate impact models against those derived from comprehensive models both for the present 155 
and future; and finally (7) develop contrail and induced cirrus prediction capability in regional 156 
weather models (e.g. WRF – Weather Research and Forecasting Model). A synthesis of research 157 
conducted to meet these objectives with emphasis on goals 1 to 6 is addressed in the present 158 
paper. No study was proposed to carry out goal 7. Note that aircraft emissions also contribute 159 
to the surface air quality due to changes in surface ozone and PM2.5. However, the ACCRI 160 
Program primarily focused on contribution of full flight aviation emissions to climate change.  161 
 162 
In particular, ACCRI called for comprehensive integrated modeling and data analysis to identify 163 
and account for atmospheric interactions and climate feedback in estimating the magnitude of 164 
non-CO2 climate impacts and to reduce underlying uncertainties. Other key focus areas of the 165 
ACCRI research included analysis and incorporation of results from detailed climate models into 166 
simplified models such as Aviation environmental Portfolio Management Tool (APMT, 167 
Mahashabde et al., 2011) and analysis of non-CO2 climate impacts metric options such as RF, 168 
GTP (Global Temperature Change Potential), RTP (Regional Temperature Potential) and GWP 169 
(Global Warming Potential). 170 
 171 
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ACCRI relied on the multi-model and multi-team approach for model-model and model-data 172 
inter-comparison of common data sources and assumptions among the studies to identify areas 173 
of agreement and discrepancies in the results. In addition, ACCRI invited contributions from the 174 
US and international communities. These key aspects positioned ACCRI to uniquely contribute 175 
to advance the science and to better inform decision-making on technology advancement, 176 
system-wide operational improvement and policy measures. Phase II of ACCRI included 10 177 
funded project teams comprising of 47 team members from 23 institutions worldwide. In 178 
particular, the ACCRI consortium employed several atmospheric and climate models, a range of 179 
observation datasets for meteorological, chemical and contrails analysis, and laboratory 180 
measurements for early-phase microphysical studies. Table I provides a summary of ACCRI 181 
Phase II models, data and laboratory techniques.  182 
 183 
3.   Aviation Emission Inventories 184 
Worldwide inventories of full flight (LTO + non-LTO; LTO: landing and takeoff cycle) aviation fuel 185 
burn and emissions were created using the FAA Aviation Environmental Design Tool (AEDT; 186 
Roof et al. 2007; see also ICAO Environmental Report, 2013). These datasets, computed by the 187 
US Department of Transportation Volpe Center for ACCRI 2006 and 2050 climate impacts 188 
studies, include emissions of NOx, HC, CO, CO2, water vapor, organic aerosols and BC. At the 189 
engine exit plane, all emissions are gaseous except for BC. Both SOx and HC quickly condense to 190 
form sulfate and OC aerosols. In the absence of high space-time resolution microphysical 191 
models with a capability to evolve and transform gaseous emissions into aerosols within the 192 
engine vicinity, pseudo-emission rates for sulfates and OC aerosols in terms of fuel burn and 193 
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fuel sulfur content (for sulfate aerosols) were employed (Barrett et al., 2010). Gaseous 194 
emissions of SOx are scaled from fuel burn assuming the fuel sulfur content of 600 mg/kg-fuel 195 
burn. A speciation profile (EPA-FAA Report, 2009) is prescribed to distribute HC emissions into 196 
individual species.  197 
 198 
For the year 2006, AEDT processed 31.3 million flights on a chorded basis for fuel burn and 199 
emissions. These chorded emissions were also gridded with a resolution of 1o (longitude) x1o 200 
(latitude) and 500 feet in height. Individual research teams reconfigured these chorded and/or 201 
gridded emissions data as per their study requirements while ensuring consistency in the 202 
absolute amount, distribution and unit conversion. Three emissions scenarios for 2050 were 203 
used. They correspond to (1) “2050-baseline” scenario which assumes a technology freeze with 204 
no operational improvements, i.e., improvements are limited to those associated with a fleet 205 
refresh resulting from retirement and introduction of currently in-production aircraft (as of 206 
2006) (ICAO Environmental Report, 2013), (2) “2050-S1” scenario built upon the baseline 207 
scenario while assuming 2% increase in fuel efficiency per year through 2050, consistent with 208 
the ICAO aspirational goal of annual improvement in fuel efficiency, due to aircraft technology 209 
and operational improvements accompanied by technology driven progressive reduction in NOx 210 
emissions (to 67% in 2016, to 47% in 2026, to 33% in 2036 and to 20% in 2050) consistent with 211 
NASA N+3 and N+4 technology program goals and projection for fleet penetration, and (3) 212 
“2050-S2” scenario builds upon “2050-S1” scenario and assumes the use of alternative jet fuel 213 
with zero sulfur emissions and 50% reduction in overall BC emissions.  214 
 215 
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The total mass of fuel burned by commercial aviation in 2006 globally is calculated to be about 216 
188 Tg (1 Tg=1012g) (Wilkerson et al., 2010, Olsen et al., 2013a). The resulting global emissions 217 
were approximately 594 Tg for CO2, 232 Tg for H2O, 0.812 Tg for NOx as N, 0.676 Tg for CO, and 218 
9.8 107 kg for nonmethane HCs reported in methane mass units. Table 2 summarizes 2006 and 219 
2050 emissions strengths for all species along with number of flight operations and fuel burn. 220 
Note that fuel burn and NOx emissions for 2050-S1 and 2050-S2 scenarios are the same due to 221 
the underlying assumptions as stated earlier. 222 
 223 
Of particular interest are the 2005 fuel burn values used by LEE2009 which are 19% higher than 224 
those used here for the year 2006. In LEE2009, military and general aviation emissions were 225 
included. The ACCRI emissions inventory does not include contributions from these sources 226 
that explain most of the 19% difference between the two datasets4. We will attempt to 227 
compare ACCRI climate impacts results with those from LEE2009, wherever appropriate, while 228 
recognizing these differences. 229 
 230 
All ACCRI models used the same background emissions of chemical species for the appropriate 231 
year based on the IPCC RCP4.5 scenario (van Vuuren et al., 2011).  232 
 233 
4 Estimates of Climate Impacts for 2006 234 
 235 
                                                     
4The 2005 and 2006 aircraft emissions used by LEE2009 and ACCRI, respectively, were derived using two different emissions 
modeling tools as well as fleet distribution and operational activities that differed between the two. Although this is expected 
to be a small source of difference based on comparisons of the two approaches, it could introduce another degree of variation 
in global emissions distributions and their impacts on atmospheric composition and climate impacts (Skowron et al., 2013). 
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4.1 Aviation Chemical Impacts 236 
Aircraft emissions of nitrogen oxides and other chemically reactive species affect the budget of 237 
ozone, specifically in the vicinity of the tropopause, and therefore indirectly contribute to the 238 
radiative forcing. Seven models were used in ACCRI program to assess the effects of the 2006 239 
aviation emissions on atmospheric ozone and related chemistry. See Table 1 for more details. 240 
 241 
Figure 2 shows that the largest impact of aviation NOx emissions (Olsen et al., 2013b) occurs at 242 
cruise altitude in the main flight corridors of the mid-latitude Northern Hemisphere. Peak NOx 243 
perturbations are generally around 0.07 ppb and range from 0.01 ppb (GATOR-GCMOM) to 244 
0.11 ppb (NASA ModelE2). In all models except one (NASA ModelE2), the peak absolute ozone 245 
concentration increase occurs at 10 - 12 km and ranges from 5 - 8 ppb (1% - 7%). In the NASA 246 
ModelE2 results, there is a decrease in the ozone concentration above ~10 km with a minimum 247 
at 12 km. This specific behavior is probably associated with the high background (on-aviation) 248 
NOx concentration produced by this particular model, and with the resulting titration of ozone 249 
by injected aviation NOx.  All models saw an increase in OH at cruise altitude (not shown here). 250 
At high NOx, HO2 decreases with increasing OH due to its faster reaction with NOx; at low NOx, 251 
HO2 increases with increasing OH. GATOR-GCMOM predicted low NOx due to more conversion 252 
of NOx to nitrated gases and aerosols, thus an increase in HO2 with increasing OH. Other models 253 
predicted a decrease in HO2 due to predicted higher NOx as a result of less conversion to other 254 
gases or aerosol particle components.  255 
  256 
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Global tropospheric ozone burdens for background ozone range from about 275 Tg for IGSM to 257 
373 Tg for the CAM4 simulations (Table 3). These values are within the range of model results 258 
reported in Stevenson et al. (2006) but not all model (CAM4, IGSM, GATOR-GCMOM) values are 259 
within the reported standard deviation. Changes in the tropospheric ozone mass burden due to 260 
AEDT 2006 aviation NOx emissions range from 2.3 (NASA Model E2) to 9.1 Tg (GEOS-Chem); 261 
relative changes range from a 0.7% (NASA ModelE2) to 2.5% (GEOS-Chem).  262 
 263 
Overall, the seven models show large differences in the calculated species composition due to 264 
aviation emissions, a part of which is due to differences in their simulated background 265 
atmosphere. The offline CTM model results as a group (e.g., CAM4, CAM5, GEOS-Chem), with 266 
fixed prescribed meteorology, tend to be similar in their response and sensitivities. Models 267 
coupled at varying degrees of complexity (NASA ModelE2, GEOSCCM and GATOR-GCMOM), 268 
respond quite differently from each other for NOx and O3. Differences in the vertical resolution, 269 
details of the implementation of chemistry, aerosol and cloud coupling processes, stratospheric 270 
chemistry/radiation interaction treatment and differences in their background atmospheres 271 
also contribute to the differences in simulated aviation chemical impacts. Background NOx 272 
concentrations affect the O3 production efficiency of aviation NOx emissions and HOx 273 
speciation.  274 
 275 
The range of radiative forcing due to the response of ozone to NOx emissions in 2006 is 276 
estimated to be 6 (for NASA ModelE2) to 36.5 (CAM5) mWm-2. The ozone response to aircraft 277 
NOx emissions occurs rapidly in the atmosphere, and is, therefore, qualified as “short-term” 278 
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ozone response. It also leads to an increase in the local concentration of hydroxyl radical 279 
concentration, which produces a small “long-term” reduction in the atmospheric methane 280 
concentration and, hence, a range of reduction in radiative forcing is estimated to be -12.3 281 
(GEOSCCM) and -8.0 (NASA ModelE2) mWm-2. Oxidation of the reduced amount of methane 282 
further leads to a decrease in long-term ozone and water vapor. Only one model (CAM5) 283 
attempted to quantify the reduction in RF for long-term ozone and water vapor with values of -284 
4.5 mWm-2 and -2.6 mWm-2 respectively (Khodayari et al., 2014). See Tables 4 and 7 for more 285 
details. 286 
 287 
It is probably important to note that the changes in the concentrations of chemical species 288 
reported here have been derived by global chemical transport models, whose spatial resolution 289 
is too low to fully capture the details of plume shearing, stretching and dilution in the wake of 290 
aircraft. The assumption that chemical species are well mixed within a model grid cell is a 291 
source of error that can be substantial since, in the near turbulence-free environment of the 292 
upper troposphere and lower stratosphere, plumes with high concentrations of effluents may 293 
persist over a relatively long time. 294 
 295 
4.2 Direct Effects of Aviation Aerosols 296 
ACCRI research studies are aimed at improving the understanding of the direct (scattering and 297 
absorption) and indirect (through altering cloud particles) effects of aerosols on the 298 
atmospheric radiation budget and climate. Aircraft combustion directly emits BC (or soot) 299 
particles. Measurements show that aircraft emit ~1015 soot particles (or 0.01-0.2 g soot) per 300 
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kilogram of fuel burned (Penner et al., 1999). The ACCRI team used cruise level emissions of 301 
0.03 g BC kg-1 fuel with a similar amount of organic matter emitted. A number density emission 302 
index of 2×1014 particles/kg-fuel below 3000 ft and 4×1014 above 3000 ft was used. Within the 303 
exhaust plume these soot particles coagulate to form soot aggregates of larger sizes (10-100 304 
nm). Two ACCRI teams (ModelE2 and CAM5) reported direct RF due to BC aerosols in the range 305 
of 0.6 (ModelE2) - 1.0 (NCAR CAM5) mWm-2 (see Table 6).  306 
 307 
Gaseous emissions of HCs partially condense in the vicinity of the engine exit plane and form 308 
OC particles. In addition, gaseous emissions of SOx and NOx partially undergo chemical and 309 
physical transformation to form secondary sulfate and nitrate aerosols. Calculations performed 310 
with the CAM5 climate model suggest that aircraft SO2 direct radiative forcing is about -3 311 
mWm-2 (Gettelman and Chen, 2013). In NASA ModelE2, the effects of aviation emissions on 312 
global radiative forcing by sulfate (-7±2 mWm-2) and nitrate (-4.0±1 mWm-2) aerosols are small 313 
but statistically significant (Unger et al., 2013). The aviation sulfate direct radiative forcing is 314 
larger than previous estimates because NASA ModelE2 accounts for additional oxidation of 315 
non-aviation SO2 to sulfate via aviation NOx effects on atmospheric oxidation capacity. IGSM 316 
model reported RF values of -4.4 mWm-2 for sulfate aerosols and -7.5 mWm-2 for nitrate 317 
aerosols respectively (see Table 7). Besides models’ capability to properly simulate oxidation of 318 
gaseous emissions and formation of particle as well as their vertical transport and atmospheric 319 
removal, differences in assumed ammonia emissions strength and distribution in these two 320 
studies could have contributed to the differences in reported values. 321 
 322 
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4.3 Linear Contrails 323 
Linear contrails (LC) form along an aircraft flight path when the mixture of exhaust and ambient 324 
air satisfy particular humidity and temperature conditions (Schumann, 1996). Some linear 325 
contrails spread for a few hours but maintain their linear shape, enabling their detection in 326 
satellite imagery. Others spread further, forming contrail cirrus clouds that are indistinguishable 327 
from natural cirrus. The ACCRI studies covered the full range of contrail processes from ice 328 
crystal formation near the engine exhaust to the development of contrail-induced cirrus (AICs).  329 
 330 
The climate radiative effects of contrails are determined by the background radiation field and 331 
the contrail coverage, lifetime, temperature (Tcon), contrail optical depth (COD), contrail particle 332 
shape and ice crystal effective diameter (DE). Accurate representation of observations of these 333 
parameters are necessary for model parameterization and validation and for determining 334 
contrail RF. Prior estimates of these parameters have come from various regional satellite or 335 
brief aircraft studies that yield a wide range of results with large uncertainties (e.g., Burkhardt 336 
et al. 2011; Yang et al. 2010). To reduce the uncertainties, contrail formation, persistence, and 337 
effects on solar and thermal radiation and, therefore on climate were investigated using a 338 
combination of laboratory experiments, observations, and climate models.  339 
 340 
Laboratory studies. Wong et al. (2013) investigated the impact of exhaust emissions on contrail 341 
formation by introducing exhaust species into the NASA Particle Aerosol Laboratory (PAL) 342 
chamber facility. Specifically, the effects of ambient conditions, water and soot emissions, ice 343 
nuclei properties, and fuel compositions on ice particle formation were examined, particularly 344 
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close to the exhaust in the jet regime (< 5 s of plume age). The results were consistent with field 345 
measurements (Busen and Schumann, 1995; Schumann et al., 1996, 2002) demonstrating that 346 
formation of contrail ice particles can be reproduced in a laboratory setting. The experiments 347 
were used to validate predictions from the Aerodyne microphysical parcel model (Wong and 348 
Miake-Lye, 2010) and from the Large Eddy Simulations (LES) that provide early plume 349 
properties to the Stanford GATOR-GCMOM model (Naiman et al., 2011).  350 
 351 
In addition to the nominal conditions representing current fleet emissions, Wong et al. (2013) 352 
also explored scenarios representing future fleet burning alternative fuels, such as low soot 353 
emissions and zero to low sulfur emissions. These parameters have never been studied in in-354 
situ measurements since it is currently not possible to burn zero sulfur or zero aromatic fuels in 355 
a jet engine. Wong et al. (2013) found that hydrophilic uptake on soot, achieved by sulfate 356 
emissions or certain organic emissions, is necessary for the formation of contrail ice particles. 357 
The soot surface with reduced hydrophilicity also induced an increased humidity threshold for 358 
ice formation. These experimental results suggest that the formation of ice particles with zero 359 
sulfur emissions or low soot emissions may be drastically different, and that the emissions 360 
inventory values representing future fleet burning alternative fuels may need to be further 361 
revised to give more accurate predictions of the contrail radiative forcing. 362 
  363 
ACCRI researchers also examined the relationships between contrail ice particles and soot 364 
emissions. Wong et al. (2013) identified internal mixing of soot in ice particles as being 365 
dominant in comparison to external mixing. To understand the effect of internal and external 366 
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mixing of soot with ice particles on the contrail radiative properties, Liou et al. (2011, 2013) 367 
used the geometric-optics surface-wave (GOS) approach, which represents the contrail ice 368 
crystals by a simple hexagonal plate model. They found a large enough forcing to cause the 369 
cloud heating rate to increase by 0.3 K/day to 1.4 K/day in the internally mixed case compared 370 
to the pure ice case. This can lead to a reduction of atmospheric heating below the cloud. 371 
However, Hong and Minnis (2013) showed that embedded ammonium sulfate particles and air 372 
bubbles reduce the asymmetry factor and increase the extinction efficiency of small ice crystals 373 
at solar wavelengths. Thus, these types of inclusions would increase the reflectivity of contrails, 374 
an effect that could offset some of the soot-induced increase in contrail RF. 375 
 376 
Observational studies: For the first time, the ACCRI program, using satellite data, characterized 377 
near-global linear contrail coverage and its optical and radiative properties (Tcon, DE and COD) 378 
and the corresponding RF. Duda et al. (2013) developed an optimized linear contrail detection 379 
algorithm (CDA) for application to MODerate-resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer data 380 
(MODIS; Barnes et al. 1998) and produced the most comprehensive LC observational dataset to 381 
date (Figure 3) by analyzing all Northern Hemisphere MODIS data during 2006. Their best 382 
estimate of mean hemispheric LC coverage of 0.135% yields a 0.07% global average when 383 
extrapolated to the Southern Hemisphere. This estimate is less than the 0.087% global estimate 384 
from Bakan et al., (1994) who extrapolated visual analyses of northeast Atlantic AVHRR data to 385 
the global scale, and is within the range of 0.06%-0.15% simulated by GATOR-GCMOM. The 386 
Aqua afternoon contrail coverage (Figure 3a) peaks at 1.2% over several oceanic air routes. Just 387 
after midnight (Figure 3b), LC coverage is less everywhere except over a few areas, including 388 
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the mid-north Atlantic, where it is 1.25%. The combined day and night Terra results (Figure 3d) 389 
differ spatially from Aqua (Figure 3c) because the corresponding air traffic patterns change 390 
between the respective overpass times, yielding more contrails over the USA and northern 391 
Europe, where air traffic density is greatest. The relatively small coverage over the USA and 392 
Europe, particularly in the Aqua results, is at least partially due to frequent occurrence of 393 
overlapped contrails and greater background radiance variability over land than over water. 394 
 395 
Two approaches were used to assess contrail properties. Iwabuchi et al. (2012) analyzed 396 
collocated MODIS and Cloud-Aerosol Lidar and Infrared Pathfinder Satellite Observation 397 
(CALIPSO; Winker et al. 2007) lidar data corresponding to several thousand LCs detected 398 
visually in MODIS imagery. They found that the LC temperatures averaged -54.6±5.3°C with a 399 
mean COD of 0.19 from off-nadir CALIPSO data. From the lidar backscatter, they concluded that 400 
a compact crystal with DE of approximately 20 µm is a reasonable choice as a typical ice crystal 401 
model for contrails. In addition, they provided unprecedented statistics on contrail length, 402 
width, and depth for detailed contrail model validation. Xie et al. (2012) also employed 403 
collocated MODIS and CALIPSO LC observations to develop a contrail particle habit (shape) 404 
parameterization that best matched the observed lidar parameters. These parameterizations 405 
are already advancing the capabilities for modeling of contrails and their impacts on climate 406 
(Schumann, 2012; Schumann and Graf, 2013).  407 
 408 
Using the MODIS results of Duda et al. (2013), Bedka et al. (2013) found an average contrail 409 
temperature of -51.8 °C with daytime and nighttime modes at -55°C and -47°C, respectively, 410 
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values that are slightly warmer than those from Iwabuchi et al. (2012). Bedka et al. (2013) also 411 
retrieved mean COD and DE values of 0.208 and 34.4 µm, respectively, with a small seasonal 412 
cycle in both. The probability distributions of COD from both the CALIPSO and MODIS analyses 413 
(Figure. 4) are remarkably similar. The mode DE of 20 µm from the MODIS analysis is also 414 
consistent with the CALIPSO results. Convergence of these results based on two independent 415 
methods greatly increases confidence in our knowledge of contrail optical properties and 416 
subsequent RF computations.  417 
 418 
Spangenberg et al. (2012, 2013) computed, for the first time, the Northern Hemisphere 2006 LC 419 
RF based on simultaneous observations of LCs and associated values of contrail temperature, DE 420 
and COD from Duda et al. (2013) and Bedka et al. (2013) along with coincident cloud analyses 421 
from Minnis et al. (2011) to realistically estimate the background radiation. Figure 5 shows that 422 
the greatest net RF (over the North Atlantic) occurs at night (see Figure 5b) because longwave 423 
(LW) and shortwave (SW) forcing cancel each other during the day (see Figure 5a). Overall, the 424 
Northern Hemisphere and global net contrail RFs are 10.6 and 5.7 mWm-2 respectively for the 425 
2006 Aqua results. The global mean net RF is slightly greater than the minimum estimate from 426 
Sausen et al. (2005) and is close to the lower end of RF range, reported by LEE2009 (see Table 427 
5). The previous estimates are based mainly on computations using climate models.  428 
 429 
ACCRI climate model experiments. Using the 2006 air traffic and a temperature and humidity 430 
dependent contrail parameterization in CAM5, Chen et al. (2012) found that the simulated 431 
contrail coverage is sensitive to model vertical resolution because of assumptions about cloud 432 
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overlap. With the same model, Chen and Gettelman (2013) estimated the global RF from linear 433 
contrails to be equal to 2.9 mWm-2. The RF is nearly half the satellite based observational 434 
estimate (5.7 mWm-2) of linear contrails noted above. The instantaneous RF for contrails is 435 
found to exhibit a strong diurnal cycle, as expected (e.g., Meerkötter et al., 1999).  436 
 437 
Using CAM5 with a specified linear contrail distribution (Rap et al., 2010), Yi et al. (2012) 438 
estimated the 2006 global mean LC net RF to be 11.3 mW m-2. This value was derived by 439 
implementing a novel contrail optical property parameterization that is constrained by satellite 440 
observations (Xie et al., 2012). The estimated global mean LC net RF is larger than the on-line 441 
simulation result, but is slightly lower than the off-line simulation result (12.0 mW m-2) by Rap 442 
et al. (2010). Global LC net RF is likely overestimated if the natural ice cloud optical property 443 
parameterization is used as a proxy for the contrail counterpart in the modeling studies. The 444 
regional RF distributions (Figure 6) reveal that RF in dense air traffic areas (e.g., USA) is up to 10 445 
times greater than the global average, consistent with observational studies, particularly in the 446 
three regions indicated in Figure 6c, where the RFs are 154.9 (North America), 85.8 (Europe), 447 
and 25.0 mWm-2 (East Asia). Additional studies for other years are needed to validate these 448 
reported high regional magnitudes of RF. Differences in the LC forcing among the models and 449 
MODIS observations can mostly be ascribed to differences in the contrail layer height, DE, COD 450 
model cloud overlap and other meteorological parameters (Yi et al., 2012), but in general their 451 
uncertainty ranges overlap. 452 
 453 
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4.4 Contrail-induced Cirrus Effects  454 
Because linear contrails (LC) spread to form cirrus clouds (AIC), the total net AIC RF is likely 455 
much larger than the linear contrail forcing. Minnis et al. (2013) tracked selected contrails in 456 
satellite observations in otherwise clear skies over the USA and found that the combined linear 457 
and contrail cirrus coverage was 3.5 times the LC value, and the contrail cirrus COD and DE 458 
values were greater than the corresponding LC values. If those AIC DE and COD results are 459 
typical, then the RF from Spangenberg et al. (2013) would increase by a factor of ~9, yielding 460 
51.3 mWm-2. However, this estimate based on the MODIS LC analysis may be an upper limit on 461 
the AIC RF since the contrails frequently occur with other clouds and are thus not easily 462 
identifiable, and do not always spread as much as those in the Minnis et al. (2013) study. 463 
 464 
Climate Model Experiments: Chen and Gettelman (2013) assessed the effect of RF due to LC 465 
and AIC on global RF. The integrated effect of contrail cirrus, allowing contrails to age to about 466 
30 minutes is much less sensitive to the diurnal cycle of flights. The global RF estimate of 4.4 to 467 
20 mWm-2, with a mean of 12.4 mWm-2, resulting from the spreading of contrails is lower than 468 
the ‘upper bound’ estimated from MODIS LC analysis (51 mWm-2) and the AIC estimated RF of 469 
31 mWm−2 by Burkhardt and Karcher (2011). Over regions with the highest air traffic (Central 470 
Europe), the local averaged RF can be as large as 1 Wm-2 (Chen and Gettelman, 2013).  471 
 472 
Combined observational and modeling studies. Schumann and Graf (2013) found a larger AIC 473 
impact using a combination of observations and a contrail cirrus model CoCiP (Schumann, 474 
2012). An “aviation fingerprint” due to a daily cycle of air traffic was found in the diurnal cycle 475 
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of cirrus properties in the North Atlantic region (NAR) (Graf et al., 2012) which is consistent 476 
with the annual mean diurnal cycles of cirrus cover and outgoing LW radiation (OLR) derived 477 
from Meteosat data. The NAR fingerprint analysis suggests a contrail cirrus coverage of 1–2% 478 
with optical depths exceeding 0.1 and mean contrail cirrus life times of about 3–4 hours over 479 
the NAR. Linear contrails contribute a small fraction (<20%) to the contrail cirrus cover at 480 
shorter time scales.  481 
 482 
The CoCiP model results show an aviation diurnal fingerprint similar to the observations. Hence, 483 
contrail cirrus is likely responsible for a large part of the observed effects. The large RF-to-cover 484 
ratio suggests that aviation induces additional cirrus cover and thickens existing cirrus. 485 
Extrapolation of these results to the globe using three different models (NCAR CAM5, NASA 486 
Langley model and CoCiP, see Schumann and Graf, 2013 and Table 6) implies a global AIC LW RF 487 
of 100–160 mWm−2. The corresponding global net RF is determined by estimating the SW RF 488 
using the global mean SW/LW RF ratio from models. A ratio of 0.6, used by Schumann and Graf 489 
(2013), suggests AIC net RF of about 50 (40–80) mWm−2. If the ratio of 0.4 is adopted 490 
(Spangenberg et al., 2013), the net RF would be 50% larger.  491 
 492 
4.5 Aerosol Indirect Effects on Clouds 493 
Aerosols from aircraft can affect cloud properties by absorbing and scattering solar and 494 
thermal-infrared radiation as a result of their direct forcing (Section 4.2) of climate. They also 495 
serve as nucleating sites for cloud drops and ice crystals (Section 4.3) and thereby alter the 496 
droplet and crystal numbers in natural clouds. Three ACCRI teams (NCAR, UMICH and Stanford) 497 
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investigated these ‘indirect effects’ of aircraft aerosols and found that the largest uncertainties 498 
were associated with the impacts of aviation soot on cirrus clouds.  499 
 500 
Gettelman and Chen (2013) estimated a very small effect of BC on AIC while the 501 
CAM3+/IMPACT model run at the University of Michigan found that cooling effects ranging 502 
from -0.21 to -0.43 Wm-2 were possible. The indirect effects of aircraft soot on cirrus clouds 503 
could be significant, but its quantitative value remains uncertain. Zhou and Penner, (2014) 504 
found that the forcing by aircraft soot could be as high as 0.8 Wm-2 if the background 505 
atmosphere sulfate numbers that act as freezing nuclei (prior to the addition of aircraft soot) is 506 
small or as small as -0.7 Wm-2 if the background sulfate numbers were higher. IMPACT predicts 507 
high background sulfate number concentrations while CAM5 does not, creating differences in 508 
the response to aircraft soot injection. A third model (GATOR/GCMOM) saw net warming due 509 
to direct, semi-direct effects of soot, especially in the Arctic (Jacobson et al., 2012, 2013). 510 
 511 
Gettelman and Chen (2013) using the CAM5 GCM found that sulfate emissions by aircraft at 512 
flight altitudes can alter liquid clouds at lower altitudes thus contributing to shortwave cloud 513 
`brightening' through enhanced liquid water path and droplet number, particularly over high 514 
traffic oceans. Globally averaged sulfate direct and indirect effects on liquid clouds of -46 515 
mWm-2 were larger than the warming effect of aviation induced cloudiness (contrail cirrus) of 516 
16 mWm-2 (Gettelman and Chen, 2013). The net result of including contrail cirrus and aerosols 517 
(BC and sulfate indirect effects: 8 and -46 mWm-2, respectively) is a globally averaged cooling of 518 
-21±11 mWm-2 (Gettelman and Chen, 2013). In contrast, the CAM3+/IMPACT model finds no 519 
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statistically significant effect from aircraft emissions of sulfate on droplet number concentration 520 
in liquid clouds. 521 
 522 
 523 
5 Future Climate Impacts Projections and Benefits of Mitigation Scenarios: 524 
Comparison Against 2006 Results  525 
 526 
While seven models (CAM4, CAM5, IGSM, NASA GISS ModelE2, GEOSCCM, GATOR-GCMOM 527 
and GEOS-CHEM, see Table 1) simulated climate impacts for 2006, the first five models 528 
simulated climate impacts for 2050 scenarios for selected components of aircraft emissions 529 
(see Table 4). 530 
 531 
Results show that the range of positive RF for the 2050-baseline case due to changes in short-532 
lived ozone is 30-162 mWm-2 whereas the corresponding range for 2006 case is 6-37 mWm-2. 533 
Likewise, the range for decrease in RF due to changes in methane for 2050-baseline case is 36-534 
72 mWm-2 whereas the corresponding range for 2006 is 8-12 mWm-2. Similar trends (2050 vs. 535 
2006) were simulated for changes in RF due to long-term changes in ozone, sulfate, 536 
stratospheric water vapor and BC. Note that for individual models, the direction of changes in 537 
component-specific RF is similar; however, the magnitude of changes in RF differ. This is likely 538 
due to potential differences in 2050 background atmosphere simulated by individual models for 539 
2050 and also due to the extent to which these models account for feedback and interactions 540 
that are inherent to coupled atmospheric and climate models. 541 
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 542 
Improvements in aircraft technology and operation procedures (i.e. 2050-S1 scenario) reduced 543 
2050 fuel burn by 43% and aircraft emissions (e.g. 60% for NOx emissions) which resulted in 544 
significant decrease in simulated RF of individual emissions components. However, the range of 545 
these component-specific RF for the 2050-S1 scenario is still higher than for corresponding 546 
ranges for 2006 case (see Table 4). For example, a range of 14-71 mWm-2 for change in short 547 
lived ozone for 2050-S1 scenario whereas the corresponding range for 2006 is 6-37 mWm-2. 548 
 549 
Only NASA/GISS ModelE2 and IGSM simulated climate impacts for the 2050-S2 scenario. RF 550 
results for direct impacts of SO4 and BC aerosols for the 2050-S2 scenario are very low as 551 
compared to those for the 2050-baseline and the 2050-S1 scenarios which is not surprising. 552 
Scenario 2050-S2 assumes zero emissions of sulfur and a 50% reduction in BC emissions due to 553 
introduction of alternative jet fuels. In particular, the range of direct RF for sulfate aerosols is -9 554 
to -2 mWm-2 for the 2050-S2 scenario and -30 to -25 mWm-2 for the 2050-Baseline scenario. 555 
IGSM reported direct RF of 0.3 mWm-2 for BC, which is a factor of 3 lower than the 556 
corresponding value for the 2050-Baseline scenario and is equal to the 2006 value5.  557 
 558 
Scenario 2050-S2 assumed no changes in NOx emissions. Therefore, very small changes in RF for 559 
short-lived ozone and methane were simulated due to chemistry interactions. Note that none 560 
of the ACCRI models estimated RF for contrails, contrails-cirrus and indirect RF for 2050-S2 561 
                                                     
5The reduction in sulfur emissions in the 2050-S2 scenario does not necessarily take away the cooling benefits of 
alternative fuels because there could potentially be a corresponding increase in nitrate aerosols, as shown by 
Unger (2011), and modification to indirect impacts to counteract this decrease in RF.  
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scenario. We expect that changes in RF for these components could potentially be significantly 562 
different due to cloud-aerosol-chemistry-dynamics-radiation interactions and also due to 563 
changes in background chemical composition and atmospheric conditions including cruise 564 
altitude ambient temperature distribution. 565 
  566 
 567 
6 Regional Climate Impacts 568 
 569 
Computation of global mean metrics of climate impacts traditionally use globally averaged 570 
input values. In the case of significant spatial variability such as is the case for aviation, global 571 
averaging may lead to cancellations such that the strength of regional impacts is obscured (e.g., 572 
Shindell and Faluvegi, 2010; Shine et al. 2005; Joshi et al. 2011). 573 
 574 
There is considerable inter-hemispheric asymmetry in aviation induced radiative forcing (Table 575 
5). As expected the hemispheric (North/South) RF ratios tend to be anti-correlated with the 576 
lifetime of the forcing agent, i.e. values close to 1 for long-lived species and more than 1 for 577 
short-lived species indicating much higher RF in the Northern Hemisphere. More discrete 578 
correlative analysis of latitudinally and monthly varying aviation component-specific RF values 579 
against corresponding fuel burn data is being performed by the Wuebbles group.  580 
   581 
The spatial distribution of temperature change due to aviation emissions from GATOR GCMOM 582 
also shows regional asymmetry. In this model, aircraft emissions contributed to about 6% 583 
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(0.15K) of the observed temperature change of Arctic surface global warming to date (Jacobson 584 
et al. 2013). Additional studies are needed to develop confidence in regional climate impacts of 585 
aviation emissions and in related metrics that properly capture these impacts. 586 
 587 
The spatial variability can influence global-mean metrics if there is a non-linear relationship 588 
between forcing and the response – which is very likely for aviation. Assuming a non-linear 589 
dependence of the climate impact on temperature change, Lund et al. (2012) explored the loss 590 
of information about impacts on smaller spatial scales that result from global metrics in the 591 
case of heterogeneous RF caused by short term climate forcers. As not all ACCRI models 592 
simulated the temperature change, the applicability of the Lund et al. (2012) methodology was 593 
limited. Instead, the distributions of RFs from ACCRI model simulations have been used in 594 
combination with the recently introduced concept of Regional Temperature change Potential 595 
(RTP; Shindell and Faluvegi, 2009 and Shindell, 2012) to estimate temperature change in 596 
multiple zonal bands. Using ModelE2 (Unger et al., 2013), one can show how RF in adjacent 597 
latitude bands contributes to temperature changes in various regions, in addition to the RF 598 
exerted within the region (Figure 7). This illustrates the lack of a one-to-one relationship 599 
between the spatial RF pattern and the pattern of temperature response and indicates how 600 
much the regional response (in a given latitude band) deviates from the global-mean level. 601 
Further research is currently underway to confirm the applicability of the RTP concept for the 602 
aviation sector. 603 
 604 
 605 
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7 Lessons Learned and Next Steps 606 
 607 
The ACCRI program has made some important contributions to advance the scientific 608 
understanding of climate impacts of aviation emissions. While for the first time accounting for 609 
non-linear feedbacks and interactions of the climate system in a comprehensive manner, ACCRI 610 
has isolated individual RF contributions and identified a number of new components of aviation 611 
RF that have not been considered before (see Table 7). In this study, we noted that not all 612 
models accounted for climate system couplings and feedback processes and computed climate 613 
forcing or response in a single modeling and analysis framework. This limitation prevented us 614 
from reporting the mean of the radiative forcing of a given emission component from various 615 
models. Therefore, we resorted to reporting the range of values of individual RF components 616 
rather than the mean with the associated standard deviation. Similarly, this limitation 617 
prevented us from reporting the net radiative forcing due to all aviation emissions combined, 618 
which is contrary to previous assessment studies. 619 
 620 
Despite the complexities of the climate system, ACCRI helped constrain some uncertainties; 621 
however, large uncertainties have emerged in some areas (e.g. indirect effects of aerosols on 622 
clouds) that need to be further constrained. Additional studies are needed to develop better 623 
estimates of the indirect impacts of aviation climate impacts. Atmospheric distributions of 624 
volatile sulfate and nitrate aerosols perturbed by aviation emissions need to be better 625 
characterized along with their interplay and role in climate change (and also on surface air 626 
quality) – particularly, given the uncertainty in surface emissions of ammonia and vertical 627 
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transport of trace species. Preliminary ACCRI results indicate that deployment of alternative 628 
fuels leads to a decrease in climate impacts (e.g. sulfate and BC aerosols). Reduction in these 629 
aerosols will also perturb the extent to which they contribute to climate impacts of contrails 630 
and induced cirrus clouds. Further studies are warranted to investigate the full range of climate 631 
impacts benefits of the uses of alternative jet fuels in relation to conventional fossil-based fuels. 632 
Furthermore, changing future atmospheric (ice super-saturation) and climatic (e.g. cruise 633 
altitude temperature) conditions at cruise altitude will affect the formation of contrails as well 634 
as cirrus clouds along with cloud-aerosol interactions. Additional coupled-climate studies for 635 
future aviation and background emissions scenarios are needed to better quantify climate 636 
impacts of aviation emissions. In particular, the climate impact of aviation under the different 637 
RCP scenarios considered in the IPCC 2014 Assessment Report should be considered in the 638 
future. 639 
 640 
Aviation emissions are mostly concentrated in flight corridor regions. Therefore, regional 641 
studies are needed to better understand geographical disparity in regional climate impacts of 642 
aviation emissions. Similarly, global average climate impacts metrics do not accurately describe 643 
regional impacts. Therefore, in addition to properly characterizing regional climate impacts in 644 
terms of appropriate metric(s), including transient vs. steady state radiative forcing, a 645 
relationship between regional and global climate impacts of aviation emissions also needs to be 646 
established. Preliminary post-ACCRI results indicate that individual component-based RF to 647 
temperature relationship for non-CO2 aviation emissions varies significantly, both on global and 648 
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regional scales. These relationships need to be better defined for their use in simplified climate 649 
models. Post-ACCRI activities continue to address some of these important scientific issues. 650 
 651 
ACCRI contributed to estimation of aviation-induced cirrus cloud climate forcing based on 652 
global observation datasets and increased the level of scientific understanding from ‘very low’ 653 
to ‘low’. The largest contribution of aviation emissions to climate change results from the 654 
presence of contrails and associated cirrus clouds, and from enhanced ozone concentrations in 655 
the upper troposphere and lower stratosphere. Some preliminary studies show that an indirect 656 
effect of aircraft soot on cirrus clouds could produce a significant cooling, but with a 657 
quantitative value that remains highly uncertain.  658 
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Sidebar 1. Metrics for Aviation Effects on Climate: ACCRI Contributions 668 
 669 
A key part of ACCRI focus has been the refinement of analytical tools and metrics that simplify 670 
the complex understanding of the science as an aid to the decision-making. Typically metrics 671 
aggregate and simplify complex information to a common scale to simplify comparison of 672 
impacts. Metrics such as RF, GWP, RTP, and GTP have proven to be useful tools in climate policy 673 
related studies. These metrics, especially RF as discussed here, have been reevaluated using 674 
ACCRI results both from chemistry-climate models and from observations for contrails.  675 
 676 
The RF metric is often used to compare different climate change effects (e.g., IPCC climate 677 
assessments), including analyses of the effects of aviation on climate (e.g., Penner et al., 1999, 678 
Sausen et al., 2005; LEE2009). The RF concept assumes that at steady-state the globally 679 
averaged annual mean surface temperature is equal to the globally-averaged forcing multiplied 680 
by a climate sensitivity factor. Until the new findings from ACCRI, the summary analyses for RF 681 
in LEE2009 have been held as the standard reference for the understanding of aviation effects 682 
on climate. While there remain issues about its appropriateness as a meaningful metric 683 
(Wuebbles et al., 2010), ACCRI studies have updated the values for the globally averaged RFs 684 
for individual components. Table 5 shows the RF calculated by different ACCRI studies as a 685 
range and compares them with corresponding estimates from LEE2009.  686 
 687 
Radiative forcing is a measure of net energy imbalance due to changes in distribution of 688 
radiatively important atmospheric constituents. These distributions and corresponding RF 689 
values are affected by climate and atmospheric system feedback and interactions that have 690 
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been accounted for in modeling simulations. Aviation-related RF values are quite 691 
inhomogeneous in space and time and varying degrees of coupling are used by the ACCRI 692 
models. Therefore, despite their being a measure of global average values, the component-693 
specific RF values are not linearly added to provide a total RF. This is particularly true when RF 694 
values are related to change in global and regional surface temperature, another important 695 
metrics for climate response. Only one ACCRI model (GATOR-GCMOM) calculated surface 696 
temperature as climate response of aviation emissions. Additional models are needed to 697 
develop and report range results on climate response of aviation emissions. In addition, the 698 
relationship between global and regional RF with surface temperature for non-CO2 aviation 699 
emissions is an area that some of the ACCRI researchers are continuing to focus on to quantify 700 
efficacy of the non-CO2 impacts with respect to CO2.  701 
 702 
In ACCRI, there has been a focus on understanding the linkages between, and interpretations 703 
of, different emission metrics, whose key findings are highlighted in Wuebbles et al. (2014). In 704 
addition to RF this study also considers new ways of presenting metrics for aviation including 705 
computation and evaluation of GWPs, RTPs and GTPs with the finding that these values are 706 
generally less than 1, much smaller than derived GWPs and GTPs for surface emissions of many 707 
important greenhouse gases (e.g. CO2). An ACCRI-supported study (Peters et al., 2011) provides 708 
additional useful insights into the GWP (IPCC, 1990, 2007, 2013) and GTP (Shine et al., 2005, 709 
2007; IPCC, 2013) emissions metrics. The analysis by Peters et al. does not directly use ACCRI 710 
results but suggests that the GWP concept does in fact represent a relatively robust, 711 
transparent and policy-relevant emission metric, except for the short-lived climate forcers (e.g., 712 
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gases with atmospheric lifetimes less than 1 year) where uncertainties in their interpretation is 713 
not known but may be larger (although the GWP values are also extremely small for emissions 714 
of these compounds). 715 
  716 
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Sidebar 2. Implementation of ACCRI Results in a Simple Climate Model 717 
 718 
Simple climate models can be viewed as part of a continuum from simplified metrics to detailed 719 
results from complex fully coupled chemistry-climate models. The FAA APMT-Impacts (APMT-I) 720 
Climate Module is one such simplified global mean climate model (SCM) that estimates the 721 
aviation-attributable burden of climate change in both physical and monetary metrics. The 722 
APMT-I Climate Module adopts the linear impulse response function approach (e.g. 723 
Hasselmann et al. (1997), Sausen et al. (2000) and Shine et al. (2005)) to determine the climate 724 
response by convoluting the time series of yearly response curves. The aviation climate 725 
response is quantified as the difference of impacts due to total anthropogenic emissions and 726 
total less aviation emissions. Effects modeled by APMT-I climate module include long-lived CO2, 727 
the intermediate-lived impact of NOX on methane (NOX-CH4) and its associated interaction on 728 
ozone (NOX-O3 long), and the short-lived forcers of NOX on ozone (NOX-O3 short), the 729 
production of aviation induced cloudiness, sulfates, soot, and H2O. New short-lived climate 730 
forcers (SLCFs) pathways, such as the impact of nitrates and the indirect sulfate response 731 
identified in ACCRI studies, climate module are not currently included in the APMT-I and will be 732 
added upon their further refinements. The APMT-I climate module accounts for aleatoric and 733 
epistemic uncertainties in science, models, valuation and scenarios along each step of the 734 
emissions-to-impact pathway based on current literature. A detailed description of the 735 
modeling approach is provided in Mahashabde et al. (2011), and the most recent model 736 
updates and baseline parameter distributions are provided in Wolfe et al. (2014) including 737 
empirical relationship between RF and change in surface temperature. 738 
 739 
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The pre-ACCRI APMT-I climate module was evaluated relative to the more complex chemistry-740 
climate models within ACCRI (e.g., Khodayari et al., 2013a, b), resulting in improvements to 741 
APMT. For example, APMT’s treatment of oceanic dynamics and carbon cycle processes has 742 
been improved. Independently, the new ACCRI uncertainty ranges for SLFs derived from 743 
complex models have been integrated into the APMT-I climate module. Figure 8 shows the 744 
impact of using the range of RF values for four SLCFs (AIC, H2O vapor, soot and sulfate aerosols) 745 
from ACCRI and for the total aviation on the temperature response compared to pre-ACCRI 746 
uncertainty distributions from LEE2009. The reduction in uncertainty results in a 21% decrease 747 
in the mean expected maximum temperature response. This change thereby leads to a 748 
reduction in the mean net aviation temperature response, which represents the mean of 749 
several thousand Monte Carlo runs that sample the entire uncertainty range. 750 
 751 
The APMT-I Climate Module will continue to be updated using latest scientific understanding 752 
beyond ACCRI. As knowledge of the impacts of global aircraft emissions on the hemispheric and 753 
regional climate impacts as well as of indirect components and of future climate impacts - 754 
mainly due to contrails and induced cirrus clouds - is advanced, the APMT-I capabilities will be 755 
further developed to capture and monetize such impacts for various policy scenarios. Options 756 
for representation of additional metrics (e.g. GTP, RTP and GWP) in APMT will also be explored. 757 
Treatment for relationship between RF and change in surface temperature, particularly for 758 
short-lived climate forcers, will also be examined. 759 
  760 
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Table 1. Project Principal Investigators (PI), their affiliation, tools employed and research description 1021 
PI/ Institution Models, observation 
data and/or laboratory 
techniques employed 
Brief research 
description specific to 
aviation 
Components of aviation 
atmospheric and climate impacts 
and interactions studied  
Nadine Unger 
(Yale Univ.) 
NASA GISS ModelE2 Multi-pollutant 
assessment of global 
aviation emissions impact 
on radiative forcing of 
climate in the present 
(2000s) and future 
(2050s) worlds 
Ozone, methane, sulfate, nitrate, black 
carbon, carbon dioxide, water vapor. 
Full treatment of oxidant-aerosol-






chemistry climate model) 
Water vapor observations, 
including sondes, 
MOZAIC & MLS data 
25-year GEOSCCM 
simulations to assess 
impact of aviation 
emissions from (a) AEDT 
2006 and (b) 2050 
baseline and improved 
technology scenarios 
Impact of aviation emissions on 
atmospheric water vapor and ozone 
chemistry, particularly NOx and HOx. 
Ronald Prinn  
(MIT) 
MIT  Integrated Global 
System 
Modeling  (IGSM) and 
Aviation environmental 
Portfolio Management 
Tool (APMT)  
Analysis of the 
uncertainties in climate 
projections using a model 
of intermediate 
complexity. Application 
to assessing options for 
mitigating climate change 
from aviation  
Impacts of emissions uncertainty, 
aircraft operations uncertainty, 
background atmospheric uncertainty, 
and structural model uncertainty. 





Chem, CESM1.2  
(Climate-chemistry and 
Earth system climate 
models); radiative transfer 
model 
Analyses of climate and 
other metrics; effects of 
aviation on atmospheric 
composition and climate 
through climate-chemistry 
modeling 
Effects from aviation emissions of 
NOx and other gases and particles; 
coupled effects from aviation 
emissions; metrics analyses (radiative 




GATOR-GCMOM Examine impacts of 
aviation on climate and 
air quality with a global 
3-D model that treats the 
subgrid-scale evolution of 
all aircraft flights 
worldwide. 
Effects of all aircraft emissions and 
specific components of aircraft 
emissions on global and Arctic 
climate, air quality, contrail 




CAM3+ and CAM5 GCM 
models coupled to the 
IMPACT aerosol model. 
Limited simulations with 
CAM3/IMPACT/CoCiP 
coupled model 
Study of the effects of 
aircraft soot particles that 
have been incorporated 
into contrails on large 
scale cirrus clouds and 
uncertainties associated 
with aerosol treatments  
Impact of aerosols from contrails on 





NCAR Community Earth 
System Model: Global 
Climate Model 
Analysis of the effects of 
aviation water vapor and 
aerosols on natural cirrus 
clouds and contrails 
Water Vapor, Contrails, Cirrus 
Clouds, aerosol indirect effects and 
cloud lifecycle 
Ping Yang  
(Texas A&M 
Collocated MODIS and 
CALIOP/CALIPSO 
observations; RRTM(G) 
Study of persistent 
contrails with satellite 
Contrail geographical, geometrical, 
meteorological, and optical properties; 
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Univ.) SW/LW radiative transfer 
model; Community 
Atmospheric Model 
(version 5) and Fu-Liou 
radiative transfer model 
 
observations; contrail 




climate models; and soot-
contaminated contrail 
cirrus and its radiative 
effect. 
a new contrail radiative property 
parameterization scheme; estimation 
of the global contrail radiative 
forcing; and assessment of the impact 




Aqua & Terra MODIS 
data, Fu-Liou radiative 
transfer model, air traffic 
waypoints; MERRA 
reanalysis data; CoCiP; 
ECHAM4 CCMod  
Determine global linear 
contrail coverage and 
retrieve their properties; 
compute linear contrail 
RF; estimate RF of 
spreading contrails 
Linear contrail and contrail cirrus 
radiative impacts on climate 
Hsi-Wu Wong 
(Aerodyne) 






parametric effects on 
contrail ice particle 
formation in the jet 
regime 
Parametric effects on contrail ice 
particle properties such as size, 
composition, and concentration 
 1022 
1023 
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Table 2. Aircraft Emissions for years 2006 and 2050 (different scenarios) generated using the FAA AEDT tool.  1024 






ACCRI-2050 2005 (Lee et al., 
2009) 
2050-Base 2050-S1 2050-S2 
Flights   31,258,625 120,994,648 120,994,648 120,994,648 * 
Fuel 
Burn 
Tg** 188.1 902.8 514.4 514.4 232.4 
NOx TgN/yr 0.812 3.950 1.570 1.570   
SO2 TgSO2/yr 0.221 1.060 0.604 0.000   
Sulfate Gg/Yr 6.780 32.510 18.520 0.000   
BC Gg/Yr 5.960 29.040 16.560 8.300   
OC Gg/Yr 6.620 27.520 15.750 15.750   
CO Tg/yr 0.676 2.500 1.420 1.420   
Alkenes Gg/Yr 2.698 5.900 3.350 3.350   
Paraffin Gg/Yr 1.437 3.150 1.780 1.780   
CO2 Tg/yr 594.0 2,852.0 1,625.0 1,625.0 733.0 
H2O Tg/yr 232.0 1,111.0 633.0 633.0   
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Table 3. Tropospheric ozone mass burdens for 2006 background atmosphere (in Tg) and changes due to aviation emissions [in Tg (% 1029 
of total)] 1030 
 2006 
Model Used* Background Aviation 
UIUC CAM4 373 7.3 (2.0) 
IGSM 275 4.5 (1.6) 
NASA ModelE2 350 2.3 (0.7) 
UIUC CAM5 318 5.4 (1.7) 
GEOSCCM 327 6 (1.8) 
GEOS-Chem 363 9.1 (2.5) 
GATOR-GCMOM 280 2.5 (2.3) 
 1031 
1032 
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188.1 0.812 6 26 30.5 36.5 -8 -9.7 -12.3 -12.3 -7 -4.4 -4.5 -2.6 0.3 
2050-Base 902.8 3.950 30 136 162.3 143 -35.5 -58.6 -72.1 -59.7 -30 -25.3 -20.3 -12.5 0.8 
2050-S1 514.4 1.570 14 63 62.7 70.5 -15 -33.3 -35.5 -28.3 -17 -13 -9.4 -5.9 0.6 
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Table 5. Radiative Forcings [mWm-2] from models participating in ACCRI, by hemisphere and global average for AEDT 2006 1037 
aviation emissions. The minimum and maximum ranges are shown in square brackets where multiple estimates are available. Average 1038 
and the minimum maximum range shown are based on ACCRI models that reported hemispheric forcings. Note that not all groups 1039 
contributed hemispheric RF data and this table does not include the large aerosol indirect effect.  Numbers may not add up due to 1040 
rounding.  1041 
 1042 
Aerosol indirect effects are not included due to their large uncertainty, as highlighted by the large differences between 1043 
participating models. The uncertainties (the minimum and maximum range of evaluations) reported represent variation 1044 
between model estimates and not a comprehensive estimate of uncertainty due to parameter and other uncertainties. Since 1045 
some groups did not provide data for the table, data from all models are not included.  1046 
  1047 
Forcing agent NH SH NH/SH Global Lee et al. (2009) 
CH4  [-8.0 -12.3]  [-8.0 -12.3] 1 [-8.0 -12.3] [-2.1 -76.2] 
O3-long  [-4.0 -4.7]  [-4.0 -4.7] 1 [-4.2 -4.5] - 
O3-short  [10.3 63.6]  [2.0 24.1] [3 5] [6.0 36.5] [8.4  82.3] 
SO4 direct [-5.5 -11.8]  [-0.5 -1.5] [8 11] [-3.0 -7.0] [-0.79   -29.3]  
Nitrate direct [-11.6] [4.2] [3] [-4.0 -7.5] - 
BC direct [1.2 1.9] [0.1 0.2] [10 12] [0.6 1.0] [0.56  20.7]  
Linear Contrails    [2.9  11.3] [5.4  25.6]  
Contrails-Cirrus   [24.0 95.0] [0.7 5.0] [ 19 34] [12.4 51.3] [12.5  86.7]  
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  1048 
Table 6. Component specific RF (mWm-2) for 2006 emissions as calculated by ACCRI studies. 1049 
Studies/Model 
used 







UIUC CAM5 36.5 -12.3      
NASA-ModelE2 6.0 -8.0 1.3** -7.0 0.6   
CoCiP       50.0 
NASA Langley      5.7 51.3 
NCAR CAM5    -3.0 1.0 2.9 12.4 
Texas A&M      11.3  
IGSM 26.0 -9.7  -4.4    
GEOSCCM 30.5 -12.3 2.0*     
*: Represents net RF due to direct emissions of water vapor and change in water vapor due to methane oxidation. 1050 
**: Includes only change in water vapor due to methane oxidation. Direct emissions of water vapor emissions were not included. 1051 
1052 
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  1053 
Table 7. Five additional aviation related RF (mWm-2) for 2006 emissions as identified by ACCRI 1054 
Mechanism/Compone
nt 
2006 RF (mWm-2) (Model) 
Long-term ozone -4.2 (CAM4) & -4.5 (CAM5) 
Change in 
stratospheric water 
vapor due to change in 
methane by aviation 
NOx emissions 
-2.4 (CAM4) & -2.6 (CAM5) 
Nitrate aerosol effect 
-4.0 (ModelE2) & -7.5 
(IGSM) 
Direct and indirect 
effects of soot aerosols 
See Text 
Direct and indirect 
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Figure Captions: 1058 
Figure 1. Schematic representation of emissions from aircraft combustion and their potential 1059 
climate and social welfare impacts. Atmospheric and climate system interactions (e.g. chemical, 1060 
microphysical, dynamical and radiative) of aircraft emissions remain poorly understood and 1061 
were the focus of the ACCRI study. Figure updated by Mohan Gupta (FAA) from Wuebbles et al. 1062 
(2007). 1063 
 1064 
Figure 2.  Effect of aviation emissions on O3, NOx, NOy, and HOx. Profiles are zonal mean 1065 
averaged over 40°N to 60°N. Absolute perturbation (top row) and percent perturbation 1066 
(bottom row) at each level are relative to the non-aviation background concentration at that 1067 
level. Perturbations are for the AEDT 2006 aviation emissions and show that there is still a 1068 
relatively large range among model estimates of the effects of aviation on atmospheric 1069 
chemistry. See text for a description of the models. Adapted from Olsen et al. (2013b). 1070 
 1071 
Figure 3. Mean flight-track screened contrail coverage fraction (%) determined using Mask B of 1072 
Duda et al. (2013). 1073 
 1074 
Figure 4. Probability distributions of contrail optical depths derived from 2009 CALIPSO data 1075 
(Iwabuchi et al. 2012) and Aqua MODIS data (Bedka et al. 2013). 1076 
 1077 
Figure 5.  Mean 2006 net-contrail RF from Aqua MODIS data. Upper panel: daytime values; 1078 
middle panel: nighttime values; lower panel: all data (NASA Langley). 1079 
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 1080 
Figure 6.  Simulated 2006 global annual averaged shortwave (a), longwave (b), and net (c) linear 1081 
contrail radiative forcing (Wm-2) in the control case (adapted from Yi et al. 2012). 1082 
 1083 
Figure 7. (a) Radiative forcing of aviation BC and OC aerosols from NASA ModelE2 averaged 1084 
globally and over separate latitudinal bands and (b) corresponding equilibrium surface 1085 
temperature response estimated using the RTP concept (Shindell and Faluvegi 2010). 1086 
 1087 
Figure 8. Temperature Response from One Year of Aviation Emissions. Solid lines represent the 1088 
best estimates as the ensemble mean. 1089 
  1090 
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Figure 1. Schematic representation of emissions from aircraft combustion and their 
potential climate and social welfare impacts. Atmospheric and climate system 
interactions (e.g. chemical, microphysical, dynamical and radiative) of aircraft 
emissions remain poorly understood and were the focus of the ACCRI study. 
Downward arrows on both left and right side of the figure indicate that scientific 
uncertainty in the prediction of aviation climate effects becomes larger as the policy 
relevance increases. Figure updated by Mohan Gupta (FAA) from Wuebbles et al. 
(2007). 
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Figure 2.  Effect of aviation emissions on O3, NOx, NOy, and HOx. Profiles are zonal mean 
averaged over 40°N to 60°N. Absolute perturbation (top row) and percent perturbation (bottom 
row) at each level are relative to the non-aviation background concentration at that level. 
Perturbations are for the AEDT 2006 aviation emissions and show that there is still a relatively 
large range among model estimates of the effects of aviation on atmospheric chemistry. The 
sharp decrease in the ozone mixing ratio produced by the GATOR-GCMOM model results 
from a reduction in the vertical downward transport of ozone associated with a calculated 
temperature increase above 18 km and a stabilization of the air blow this level. The negative 
ozone response above 9 km altitude by the NASA Model E2 is believed to be associated with 
the high non-aviation NOx background values produced by the model and the related ozone 
titration. See text for a description of the models. Adapted from Olsen et al. (2013b). 




Figure 3. Mean flight-track screened contrail coverage fraction (%) determined using Mask B of 1138 
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Figure 4. Probability distributions of contrail optical depths derived from 2009 CALIPSO data 1155 
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Figure 5.  Mean 2006 net-contrail RF from Aqua MODIS 
data. Upper panel: daytime values; middle panel: nighttime 
values; lower panel: all data (NASA Langley). 
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Figure 6.  Simulated 2006 global annual averaged 
shortwave (a), longwave (b), and net (c) linear 
contrail radiative forcing (Wm-2) in the control case 
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Figure 7. (a) Radiative forcing of aviation BC and OC aerosols from NASA ModelE2 averaged 1223 
globally and over separate latitudinal bands and (b) corresponding equilibrium surface 1224 



































Regional equilibrium temperature response to 











Figure 8. Temperature Response from One Year of Aviation Emissions. Solid lines represent the 1235 
best estimates as the ensemble mean.  1236 
 1237 
 1238 
